Traffic Policy and Guidelines
This Traffic Policy & Guidelines (the “Policy”) is a legally binding agreement describing the relationship
between Twistbox Entertainment, Inc., (Twistbox) and you as the Affiliate Partner (Partner).
All Partners (such as exchanges, affiliates, affiliate networks, performance networks, media buyers,
publishers or other traffic sources) participating in the Twistbox program or promoting Twistbox offers
are required to adhere to this Policy and its subsequent amendments made unilaterally by Twistbox. By
signing up as a Partner and promoting our offers, Partner acknowledges it has read, understood and
agreed to be bound by all of the terms and conditions. Partner further acknowledges the authority of
the below-named individual to bind Partner to this Policy. This Policy is merged with and a part of any
pre-existing agreements between the parties. The terms of this policy will prevail over any inconsistent
term in prior agreements. Violation of any part of this Policy will materially breach this and any prior
agreements.
Page views, clicks and purchases must be initiated directly by the mobile phone subscriber. Any method
that artificially generates or impersonates human clicks or impressions to our offer(s) is strictly
prohibited. These prohibited methods include, but are not limited to, repeated manual clicks or
impressions, use of robots, automated click and impression generating tools, third-party services
generating clicks or impressions, or any other method or software used to deceive. Other prohibitions
include traffic not directly connected to the operator’s mobile data (Wi-Fi traffic), use of iframe(s), page
overlays, clickjacking, and incentivized traffic.
Other Restrictions:
 User capping (4 clicks/visits in 24 hours)
 Daily sales capping (to be communicated by your account manager via email)
 No sharing of traffic from, or between other performance or affiliate networks
 No mainstream or social traffic to adult/sexy offers
 No pre-landers of any type may be used
 Market content guidelines must be followed at all times
 No app traffic allowed
 Display ads must be pre-approved by Twistbox
 No proxy traffic
Twistbox has several confidential fraud-detection mechanisms at its disposal. Twistbox reserves the
right to, and will, perform audits on the traffic from Partner and reserves the right to disable
monetization of Partner’s entire traffic if any violations are suspected or detected. Twistbox may share
any non-confidential findings that violate this Policy and will be reasonable with Partner during any
review process. However, if Partner does not adhere to the parameters of this Policy, Twistbox reserves
the right, in its sole discretion, to: delay and / or withhold payment during the review process; terminate
all agreements; and / or not compensate Partner for fraudulent, malicious, suspicious, or all sales during
the reporting period. If this Agreement is terminated or Partner’s account is disabled, Partner will not be
eligible for further participation in the Twistbox network. Additionally, Partner agrees to pay for all costs
and expenses Twistbox incurs as a result of Partner’s violation of this Policy, including but not limited to
monetary penalties the mobile phone operator imposes upon Twistbox and attorney’s fees.
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